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STKC security training for known consignors

Known Consignor : DfT compliance

In 2001, the UK Department for Transport (DfT) published a new training syllabus for staff at Known Consignor sites.
Our STKC course covers all modules of the Known Consignor syllabus, and is designed to ensure employees of Known
Consignors’ who have access to known air cargo, meet the requirements of the DfT and understand their roles and
responsibilities.  Fully DfT accredited, the course provides up to date information, legislation and strategies to
address today’s increasingly complex security challenges in the aviation industry.

To be compliant with EU 2015 / 1998* – which outlines detailed measures for the implementation of basic aviation
security  industry standards, Known Consignors are required to undertake more staff checks, training and implement
tighter controls.  Our STKC course focuses on threat recognition and response, best practices, and the legal/legislative
requirements to help staff enhance their skills and knowledge in a wide range of relevant areas and to ensure they
pass any checks undertaken.

Known Consignors are now required to undertake more staff checks, training and tighter controls to be compliant
with EU 2015/1998, bringing them inline with required security controls. Our STKC course focuses on threat recognition
and response, best practices and legal/legislative requirements to help your staff adapt to the increasingly complex
air transport environment and enhance their skills & knowledge in a wide range of relevant areas.

Revised UK DfT Training Syllabus

UK DfT compliant course content

Appropriate for Known Consignor regime

All core modules covered

Supervisor/Manager Module also available

Covers all Known Consignor Modules 1-8

Understand roles & responsbilities

Recognise prohibited items, explosive &
incendiary devices

Respond correctly to threat warnings

Applies principles of the Air Cargo Security
Regime

Adheres to best security practice

Effective Training, the way you want it
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At Quadratica UK we are continuously looking for ways
to provide our customers with the best functionality, in
the most economic format.  DfT training can be expensive,
and the quality of instruction can vary from trainer to
trainer. Our online training courses deliver high quality
training, every time.   Scheduling training for a large work
force no longer requires the cost of training rooms or
taking staff off the floor. Our courses are available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, so training can be scheduled
around staff availability and convenience.

To keep our clients’ training overheads down, we have
priced our courses by the unit – if only 2 people require
training, our clients only pay for 2 units, whereas a certified
instructor will often charge the same amount whether
they are training 2 or 20 people.

We provide training managers with the best possible
tools to educate their security staff by continually
developing ground breaking technologies.  Our products
are designed with a strong focus on our customers’ ever
evolving needs and the shifting landscapes of the security
industry.

Developed by Quadratica and employing the very latest thinking in Computer Based Training (CBT) technology, STKC
is a fully DfT accredited security training course that provides Known Consignors with the most timely information,
legislation, strategies to address today’s security challenges.

Continuously updated, STKC breaks the traditional styles of security training, reduces costs and allows your staff
to complete their training programmes, undertake refresher courses and keep abreast of trends and developments
on-line.

How can we help you?

Quadratica’s hosting platform has proven to be stable and
available, even under strenuous use and has delivered
tens of thousands of courses over a period of many years
with continual positive results.


